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Symptom of the Universe:

Hard Times and Representing the Working Class
TadasbiWada(和田

唯)

is to say, "sympathy" for the working class, and "fear"

q) The hdtlStrial Nove)s

of "being invo)Wed in violence," both contradictory
attitudes can be observed.

The expansion of industrialization in
nineteenth‑century England caused rapid char)geS in

Charles Dickens

also shared such a general

"structure of feeling." Dickens was certainly a radJICal

psychologlcal, material, and economic conditions. And

Writer who attacked ET)glish institutions very

the responses to such situations werealSo multiple,

ferociously even if he was a bourgeois writer̲ In the

often collectively called the "Condition‑of‑England

novels like BZeak House, Hard Times and LiLLleDol･TiL,

QlleStioll." The Victorian novelists and critics, in their

he claimed thaHhe government was indifferent and did

writings, attempted to understand and represent the

T10thing abollt England's col)dition, aTld iTlSisted that the

complex stmcture of industrialized society, and tried to

totalsystem needed change quickly. His toTle sometimes

present various plans for social reform. Some regarded

became even revolutionary. Yet, as Angus Wilson

the mechanization of industrial production as the

sllggeStS, 110 revolutionary aim was intended: "It was

manifestation of socialprogress. Others deplored that

simply an expression of the frustration to which his

the industrialsystem brought about the disintegration of
socia) harmony and the miserable plight among the

aims at socia) reform had brought him in apetrified,

workers. Some of the industrialnovels, which strongly

trust iT) English workers, he never admitted the

articulated the latter position, shared certain common

possibility of revolution. In addition, it is famollS that,

assumptions. For example, these novels illustrate the

although he had sympathy for the Ten Hours MovemeT)I

widening gulf between therich and poor, inefficient

and Chartism, he did not have much sympathy for trade

indifferent socialorderj"2'Despite his respect for and

Parliamentary attempts to improve socialConditions, the

unioT)S and strikes. ln his article entitled ̀̀On Strike," he

movement of the trade unionism, and so forth.

expresses ambiva)ent feelings toward the collective

Raymond Williams, in CuZLuTe and Socie少, discussed

action of the working class. He paid much attention to

the general "structure of feeling" seen in a group of

the "great civility" and "perfect good humour" seen in

industrial novels: He took up Mrs. Gaskell's Ma7y

the workers of Preston, whereas he went therealready

Bal･Lon (1848), North aJZd SouLh (1855), BenjamiTl

convinced that the strike was a umistaken:

Disraeli's SybiZ (1845), Charles Dickens's Hard Times

I

(1854), Charles Kingsley's AILon Locke (1850) and

In any respect in which it can be viewed, this strike

George E】iot'S FeZix HoIL (1866). These six novels are

and lock‑ out is a deplorable calamity, iTl its waste

now regarded as representatives of the industrialnovels･

of time, ln its waste of a great people's energy, )n

J

As Williams notes,all these novels attack utilitarians

its w甲te Of wages, in its waste of wealth that seeks

for their profit‑and｣oss, supply‑and‑demand view of

to be employed, in its encroachment on the means

(in)human relationships, while illustrating certaiTl

of many thousands who are laboring from day to

regressive assumptions: "RecognltlOn Of evil was

day, in the gulf of separation it hourly deepens

balanced by fear Of becomlng lnVOIved･ Sympathy was

between those whose interests must be understood

transformed, not into action, but intowithdrawal･nmThat

to be identical or must be destroyed, it is a great
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afternoon. The day being Saturday and market‑day,

national affliction. (296){"

a foreigner might have expected, from among so

Even though he was impressed with the working

many idle and not oveトfed people as the town

people's perseverance and civility, and that the Preston

contained, to find a turbulent, ilトconditioned

strike was coTlducted by them in a peaceful manner, he

crowd in the streets. But except for the cold

never changed his former opinion that the strike was

smokeless factory chimnies, the placards at the

wrong, deplorable. Probably, as Patrick Blantlinger

street corners, and the groups of workingpeople

suggests, his hatred for trade unions and strikes is based

attentively reading them, nor forelgnerS nor

on the larger "fear of revolution" characteristic of much

Englishman cou】d have had the least susplCIOn that

early Victorian wrltlng･Id'Fundamentally, ever) when he

there existed any Interruption tO the usual1abours

sympathetically discusses the sufferings of the

of the place. (288)

operatives, his po】nt of view clearly belongs to the

middle class. His position is that of a "foreigner" (288),
an outsider. Therefore, his identification

with the

workers must be problematic or ambivalent.

Dickens, as a "foreigner," had expected to find an
"ilトconditioned crowd" in Preston. Yet actually, he

witr)essed only "the groups of working people

In Hal･d Times, we can observe that there is a

attentively reading" the placards･ Probably he was

radical entanglement betweerl the need for revoluti0‑〕ary

surprised to find that everything was so quleL He was

changes in the industrial system and the feeling of "fear

impressedwith the difference between the "expected"

of ‑evo】lltion" largely seen in the middle class. The

workers and the uactual" workers.

industrial novels face some problems: How do they

In Hard Times, too, such difference can be

represellt (know) the working Class? How do they

observed. When Louisa visits Stephen Blackpool's

represent the eviHndllStrial system and probe into the

home for the first time, she is surprised to observe the

causes of misery? That is to say, novelists must "map"

"actua]" lives of workers, and experience the

the structure of a whole society as long as they try to

"individual" character of Stephen:

attack industrialism and suggest socialreform. I shall

consider this question in relation to Hard Times in the

For the first time in her life, Louisa had come into

next section.

one of the dwellings of the Coketown HaTlds; for
the first time in her life, she was face to face with

qI) Dickens's Representation of the Working
C)ass

anything Hke individualiLy in connection

with

them. She knew of their existence by hundreds and

by thousands....She knew them in crowds passing

For Dickens, there is an importar)i problem about

to and from their nests, like ants and beetles....

the representation of the actual lives and characters of

lS]omething that occasionally rose like a sea, and

the working class. Even if he has much sympathy for

did some harm and waste (chiefly to itself), aT)a

the working people, he cannot but admit the presence of

fel】 agaln; this she knew the Coketown Hands to

something unknowable within them. His wntlngS

be. But she scarcely thollght more of separatlng

always express a certain kind of "distance" from the

them into units, than of sepa7･aLlng the sea itself

industrial workers: He is observing "the new nation"

into its component drops:5'(emphases added)

growlng llp in the north, as a foreigner, an outsider. In

"On Strike," We can find in him a curious mixture of
middle class prejudice and strange sympathy for the
actual workers:

Louisa'S (Probably Dickens'S) perception of workers in

"crowds" will be easily connectedwith the general
"structure of feeling" seen in the Victorian age. When
the novel defines the working

When I got to Preston, it was four o'clock in the

people as masses,

aggregates, crowds, a certain ambivalent fee)ing

̲⊥▲一一一
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becomes characteristic. The crowd of workers rises
"like a sea," alld does "some harm and waste."

Union orator, Slackbridge: "【Ⅰ】t was particularly
strange, and it was even particular一y affecting, to see

Dickens's use of metaphor, "like a sea," reminds us of

this crowd of earnest faces, whose honesty in the main

the description of the crowd in Barnaby Budge (1841):

no competent observer free from bias could doubt, so

"A mob is usually a creature Of very mysterious

agitated by such a leader" (170)･ We can observe in this

existence, particularly in a large city.... lI]t is as

passage the interesting conflict of crowd/individual.

difficult to follow to its various sources as the sea itself;

Dickens stresses that each worker has an earnest face

nor does the parallel stop here, for the ocean is not more

and honesty, while deploring that "the whole of that

fickleand llnCertaln, more terrible when roused, more

crowd" are agitated by an evil demagogue and go

unTeaSOnable, or more Cruel･n'^'Needless to say, A Tale

of Two Cities (1859) is even more notable for its
frequent use of sea‑imagery. As David Lodge points

"astray" (170). That is to say, he regards the

"individual" worker as respectable, while regarding a
"crowd" of them as unreliable. Relevant to this point is

out, in Thomas Carlyle and the Victoriannovelists in

Igor Webb's remark: "The Novelists ･･･ proceed

general, the favorite metaphor for the crowd is the sea:

precisely as Bentham does: the disorder of the mass, its

"The overturning of the culture/nature distinction in

unknowableness, is broken down by means of Various

to

kinds of partitioning. In order to study the working class

break downal1 barriers and boundaries that normally

the novelist isolates one or two individua)S, and then

create distance between human beings, are therefore

studies this encapsulated person in his or her

strikingly conveyed in metaphors of inundation･nm ln

separateness･HL9J In Hard Times, the

crowd behaviour, and the mob's compulsion, …

l

ど. ■,
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this way, the image of a violent crowd evokes the
"transgression" of the culture/nature distinction, above

以encapsulated"

person is none other than Stephen Blackpool: "He was a
good power‑loom weaver, and a man of perfect

all, of traditional power relations between themiddle

integrity" (100). Dickens's perfect image of workers is

dass and the working class. The Victorian novelists did

perfectly embodied in the character of Stephen. The

not hide their fear of amorphous crowds. They were

primacy Of iTldividuation seen in the novel is closely

obsessed with the fearful expectation that the workers

connected with the notion of ufree willn: SocialValues

would be a hostile, violent mob. Suchanexpectation

reside in the concept of "free individual" or "free will."

has something to do with their hatred for trade unions

The free individualseparated from a mass exemplifies
"order." On the other hand, the crowd of workers means

and strikes. And perhaps this is why Ha7'd Times
contains no violent collective action, no hostile mob.{8'

On the other hand, Dickens must avoid the fearful

"disorder.n Dickens thinks that the violent mass of

workingpeOple is influenced by the evil circumstances

image of workers and interpret ("tame" or "train") the

(machines). The notion of determinism assumes that

fundamentally llnkllOWable character of them to suit his

men must be like their environment. As Stephen I.

convenience. Ill Other words, he must "symbolize" or

"fictior)alize" the real (mysterious) character in order to

Spector points out, "the expectation that the workers
will be a violent, unthinking mob is based explicitly on

acquire SOme knowledge. Needless to say, he can escape

their contlguity with the violent, unthinking

the fear of working classmilitancy, the fear of the

machines･nuo) The primacy Of free will over determinism

crowd, by means of "individuation" or "separation."

Louisa changes her previous view of the Coketown

is also reflected in the following description of StepheTl:
"Stephen bent over his loom, qlliet, watchful and

Hands "in crowds" by "separating them into units." For

steady. A Specialcontrast, as every man was in the

Dickens, "individuation" is the only way to render "the

forest of looms where Stephen worked, to the crashing,

other" knowable. Especially, in the scene depicting the

smashing, tearing Piece Of mechanism at which he

union meeting (ⅠⅠ: ch 4), he tries to individuate the

laboured" (104). In this passage, Dickens implicitly

crowd of workers and emphasize their honesty and

suggests that Stephen, representative of his class, has a

diligence,although they are agitated by the malignant

respectable will in his mind enoughto overcome the

‑L･‑'LJ‑

‑
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destructive effect of "the crashing, smashing, tearlng

crowd of workers as "somethi】1g llnknowable," his

pleCe Of mechanism･nlu

attitude is toward the symbolic Other(A)･AsSlavoj

We may puHhe who一e questior) briefly in the

Zi乏ek points Out, the big Other is co7lStituted as

following way. IT) Hard Times, Dickens's reliance on

unknowableness, as impenetrability Itself. A subject is

the山individual乃workers conflicts with his fear of the

"crowd" of workingpeople. Consequer)tly, he cannot

prevented from penetratlng the heart of the Other:
"tThe] Other is already in itself hindered, structured

but admit that "there is an unfathomable mystery in the

around

meanest of them, for ever" (104). To put it in a

symbolization, symbolic integration･n('J'Dickens must

Lacar)玉an way, Dickens's image of workers are Split into

forcibly "symbolize" or "fictionalize" the unknowable

a

certain

̀indigestib】e'

rock,

resistlng

two poles: the imaginary other(a) and the symbolic

Other, however, iT) Order to acquire knowledge of it.

Other(A). In the imaginary re】atiorlship, the attitllde

And he cannot admit that millions of uhonest" workers

toward the other is fundamenta】】y characterized by

could be transformed or dissolved into the amorphous,

"aggression"

or

"erot]cIZatior)"

(grounded

in

violent mob. In order to avoid this horrible vision, he

narcissism). Dickens's eroticized reliance on the

always needs to grasp the character of the working class

individual workers is nothing but an imaglnary

from the position of "individlla】ity." In other words, he

identificationwith them. From this point Of view, both

manages to mltlgate the fear of the unknowable Other,

Dickens's admiration of Stephen's character and

by reducing lt tO the imaginary Other. This is why the

Bounderby's hostility aga】nsHhe workers may be seen

representation of the violent mob is absent from the

as two sides of the same coin. Bounderby, the

novel. What does the absence of crowd‑representation

Coketown banker aT】d manufacturer, insists that the

meal)? The Other is excluded from the texL To put it

workillg People always expect tO "be set up ln a coach

more precisely, the representation of the violent,

alld six, and to be fed on tllrtle sollp and venison,with a

mysteTiollS Crowd is driven away from the symbolic

gold spooT]" (106). For him, the Coketown hands are "a

universe of the text to the ReaL By means of

set of rascals and rebels whom tlallSpOrtation is good

"exclusion" of the mysterious part of workers, in Hard

for!" (178). Bounderby's excessive aggression toward

Times, everything about the working class is apparently

the working class seems to be based on the imaginary

qu)et and the men we一l‑behaved. However, as Zi乏ek

(dllal) relationship. Bollnderby always says that he is a

says, "【the symbolic] integration is never brought about

"self一made man," because he was "born in a ditch,"

without remainder･nllh The Real is nothing but the

abandoned by his mother, brought up by his drunken

absent cause of the Symbolic. The excluded

gralldmother (54). He was promoted to the present rank

representation of the crowd remains in the Real, always

through his own efforts. Yet his story lS nothing but a

threatening the text'S symbolic universe as absent cause･

boastf11日ie: "The public, other self he creates dominates

Later I shall try to glVe a more Precise account of the
"absent cause," the "answer of the Real."

the prlVate, inner se)f･乃̀12'He identifies himself with his

idea) image, and despises the "actua】" workers from this
"fictiollal"

positioTl. ImagmaTy identification is

slユPPOrted by "the i】hlSion of the self as the autonomous

qH) The Symbo)ic Universe Represented in Ear血

Times

agent which is present from the very beginnlng aS the
origin of its acts."')3'In addition, Dickens's sympathy for

AsI have suggested in the previous section,

the workers is also problematic, because he implicitly

Dickens's represer)tation of the working class produces

expresses his hatred of trade lユnions and strikeswith the

something residual in the process of symbolization. The

help of Bounderby'S statement. Dickens's eroticized

workers are represented as a tamed and sentimental

image of workers may be an inverse Tef]ectioll Of

version of the lawless mob, a closed and organized

Bounderby 's aggressIVlty.

crowd, althollghthey are ag】tated by an incompetent

On the other hand, when Dickens regards the

and egoistic leader, SlackbTidge. Dickens thinks that
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they are merely ln need of a guiding and fatherly hand

an imaglnary SOlution to social contradictions callSed

to turn them in the right direction. However, the truth of

by industrialism･ The circus embodies 〟FaT)Cy,対its

the working class, as something unrepresentable,

utoplan ideology is clearly contrasted

something leftover, remains in the Real. The (real) fear

utilitarian emphasis on "Facts." In additiorl, the circus

of the violent mob threatens the internally coherent

alSo embodies a kind of new affiliative order, because

symbolic universe of the text, secretly but undoubtedly.

the unrelated individuals come together and behave

The crucial po)nt is that the literary text must symbolize

like a loyal fami】y. The affi】iative form of the circus

(fictionalize) some real

elements i一l Order to be

internal1y coherent･ Symbo】ization may be regarded as

mystification, but it is essential mystification. In this

way, Dickens tries to symbolize the working class and

with the

is contrasted with the filiative order of the

authoritative discourse, that is, the Gradgrind system.
② The Gradgrind System

Themiddle class, particularly the Gradgrind family,

construct his own symbolic universe. Fredric Jameson

is the central realm of Dickens's symbolic universe.

gives uS a useful account of the relationship ln the

Yet this realm is so badly contaminated by industrial

literary text between the Real and the Symbolic:

ideologleS that it becomes a kind of malignant tllmOr
producing various evi)S. It is a prerequisite for

The literary aesthetic act... always entertains some
active relationship with the Real; yet in order to do
so, it cannot simply allow "reality" to preserve

Dickens's solution to social contradictions, to heal
the corruption of the Gradgrind family.
③ The Working Class

inertly ln its own beillg, Outside the text and at

Dickens cannot represent the realcharacter of the

distance. It must draw the Real into its own

working class. By means of symbolization

texture,.･･ whereby language manages to carry the

(fictionalization), therefore, he sp)its his image of

Real within itself as its owll illtrinsic or immanent

workers into the imaginary other(a) and the symbolic

subtext･ Insofar, in other words, as symbolic

Other(A).

action, … is a way of doing something to the

I thillk that Dickens tries to resolve various problems

world, to that degree what we are calling "world"

caused by industrial society by taking two steps; (1) the

must inhere withiT) it, as the content it has to take

recovery of the corrupted middle class (Gradgrind

up into itself in order to submit it to the

family), and (2) the reconciliation between these three

transformations of form.り6)

realms･ Both steps for social reform, needless to say, a一e

closely connected

with each other. Because it is

As can be seen in this passage, Hard Times should be

impossible to reform themiddle class throughits own

seer) as a "socially symbolic act"with the function of

effort, it is necessary to be helped by the circus.

inventing iTnagmary SOlutions to unresolvable social

Therefore,although he emphasizes themiddle class

contradictioTlS. At the same time, we sho111d notice that
"the socialcontradiction addressed and ̀resolved'by

reform, Dickens gives priority to (2) the reconciliation
between three realms. That is to say, the roles of Sissy

the formal prestidigitation of narrative must, however

Jupe and Stephen Blackpool are very Important for such

reconstructed, remain an absent cause, which cannot be

atask.

directly or immediately conceptualized by the text･n'17)

In addition, we canObserve three kinds of holes in

For the present, lt may be useful to look more precisely

the three realms of the symbolic llniverse. The function

at the structure of the symbolic universe in Hal･d Times̲

of each hole is explained as follows:

How does Dickens construct his symbolic structure?

① Loophole

Generally speaking, in the novel, the symbolic

A "loophole" (I: ch 3) is, for themiddle class, the

universe is constituted of three realms.

only conduit to the utopian realTn Of the circus. This

① Sleary's circus

hole is made in the boundary (Wall) between the

Dickens undoubtedly grasps the realm of the circus as

circllS and the middle class. Tom and Louisa strive to
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peep ln at the "hiddenglories" of the circus through
"a hole in a deal board" (51). The "fancy" of the

middle class and the working class. Yet these holes
have plural meanlngS.

circus is separated by the "deal board" from the

(1) First, the deserted coal‑pit into which Stephen falls

"facts" of the GradgTind famHy. "The young rabble"

undoubtedly epitomizes unresolvable industrial

deprived of emotion is longlng for "fancy," and

contradictions. For the development ()f industry, the

fascir)atedwith the circus spectacle. Yet the fanciful

system has driven many workers very hard, exploited

realrn is strictly prohibited by Gradgrind'S "model

and killed theTn in the coalmines full of "Fire‑damp"

school": Mr Gradgrind imagines that he cons)gns the

(291). These pits, still left untouched and killing

circus people to "the House of Correction" (50). For

many people, have produced no serious reaction from

the

middle c一ass, as weH as his chi一dren, the

"loophole" is the only passage to "fancy," that is, to

the "lawmakers,H as Stephen deplores (291‑2).
(2) Secondly, in the novel, the antagonism between the

social reform. Of course, Sissy bridges the gulf

midd】e c】ass and the working class is symbolized as

between the middle class and the circus, by stepplng

these coaト

in the Gradgrind family through this loophole.

coTltradictions of social relatioTIS in the structure of
the novel. For the reconciliation between both

② Dark pit of shame and ruin
This is a "pitfall" dug in the

pltS. That lS, these holes embody

middle class (the

c】asses, needless to say, they must be filled in.

Gradgrir)d system). Louisa is imagined by Mrs

Stephen, representative of the workers, functions in

Sparsit to be slowly descendiT)g a moral staircase that

the novel to fill up these holes and bridges the gulf

)Cads to adultery, what the novel calls "a dark pit of

between classes, until he falls into the pit.

shame and ruin" (227). This symbolic pit always

(3) For the integratior) of the symbolic universe,

warns every indiyidual agalnSt the violation of social

therefore, these holes must be fil】ed up (by Stephen),

law. In other WOrds, the pit clearly marks what SlavoJ

because they lead to the Real outside the text. By

皇i乏ek cal一s "the structure of a forced choice": "The

preventlrlg the amolpbous horrors Of the Real from

choice of community, the "social contract," is a

retlユrnlng tO the Symbolic, Dickens can maintain the

paradoxical choice where I maintain the freedom of

symbolic structure of the noveL Stephen also serves

choice only if I "make the right choice,": if I choose

to sever the Real from the Symbolic, to enclose and

the "other" of the commllnity, i stand to lose the very

guaTantee Dickens's ideal society. ln this sense,

freedom, the very possibility of choiceM･̀18'The pュt

Stephen Blackpool may be the most important figure

prevents Louisa from failing to make the forced

of all characters in the novel.

choice. Louisa maintains her freedom only lr)sofar as

Sissy, Louisa and Stephen, related closely to these

she follows the communlty's law. Namely, she must

three kiT】ds of holes, have a common feahlre in the

be fashioned into a kind of useful "object of

novel. Each of them is regarded as a kind of "object of

exchange" which the system needs:"'she aHows

exchange" in Hard Times.AsPatricia Johnson points

herself to be used as a "circulating" object by her

out, Louisa is used and cor)sumed as the "fuel" or the

father and her brother, Tom, in her manage tO

"waste products" of the Gradgrind system. Sissy and

Bollnderby. The system is guaranteed and reinforced

Stephen also function as "objects of exchange," but they

by this exchange. If she succumbs to Harthouse's

try to reconcile the antagonism between themiddle

seduction (that is, when she does not follow the

class and the working class for DickellS's vision of ideal

forced choice), she would be excluded from the

society. The crucialpolnt is that each of them, for some

communlty tO a "dark pit of shame and ruin."

reason Or Other, is isolated from his or her own class

@ old Hel) Shaft

and gender, and regarded as a kind of "diaspora."

The "Old Hell Shaft" (IH: ch 6), into which Stephen

Louisa rarely returns home after her marriage, because

falls, plays an important part in the novel. The

she is deprived of "lt]he dreams of childhood" (223)

countless coal‑p)ts embody the gulf between the

and seen as a "container of the reason" by the Gradgrind
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system. The more she accepts her position in the

meanlngless aTld powerless the utoplan ideology of the

system, the more she deepens her loneliness. Sissy

circus, as weH as Mrs GTadgTind'S "Wonderful

decides to leave the circus and find her lost father.

n0‑meaning"

Taken into Gradgrind's household, she proves a

foreground a "diaspora," Sissy Jupe, who goes into the

ministenng angel and helps its members in their varying

Gradgrind family single‑hal)ded･ The job of reforming

troubles. Only when she is separated from the circus

family ar)d society falls on her shoulders insofar as she

ar)d her father, can she serve in the novel as an agent

is stubbornly unincorporated by the authoritative

who spreads the utop】an ideolog】es of the circus.

SyStem･

(226).

Therefore,

Dickens

must

Stephen is ostracized by other working class men for his

As l described in the last sectioTl, Whell She is

refusal to join the union. He is also dismissed from his

separated from the circus and her father, paradoxically

job by Bounderby and driven away from Coketown, his

she embodies the utopian ideology of the circus more

OWn COmmunlty･

than ever. Sissy's important role is togive full meamng

ParadoxicaHy,

these

three

"diasporas"

play

to "Wonderful r)0‑nleanlng," which is marglr)alized by

important ro】es in the novel, as characters are isolated

the Gradgrind system. She fulfills her role, as a kind of

or separated from their own realms. What we have to

"foreign body" within the system. The crucial point lS,

I)otice here is that Dickens, rather than focuslng On

however, how Sissy has relations to the working class.

subjectivities, emphasizes their "structural" roles in the

Her

symbolic universe of the noveL Stephen and Sissy,

working people, as well aswith the

〟structllral" role is to link the circus with the

middle class.

particularly, fur)ction to guarantee the organic

Apparel)i)y, She succeeds in spreading ollt her power

re)ationship of Dickens's ideal

society. In the next

within the working class, because she makes friends

section, I shall more closely examine the "structural"

with Rachael who deplores Stephen's supposed bank

fllnCtion of Sissy and Stephen.

TObbery. However, Sissy knows only Rachael, the only

female worker in the novel. Dickens describes

qV) The Structura) Ro)cs of Sissy and Stephen

Rachael's emotioTlaltie to Stephen, her sympathy and
kindness for his unhappy marriage, but not her position

When Dickens attacks the Gradgrind system, he

as a female worker. As a result, Rachael's character

apparently regards Sleary's circus as an alternative, an

lacks a sense of working class life, rather she is seen as

imaginary SOlution to this authoritative system̲ The

a versioT1 0f the sentimental

realm of circus embodies a kind of new affiliative,

Dickens often praises. Actually, Sissy can have relations

transpersonal

with the working people notwith the help of Rachael,

order, because its unrelated members

〟middle class womanM

behave like a big family. The utopian ideology of the

but only with the "invisible" help of Stephen, the only

circus is clearly contrastedwith the monologlC authority

"individuated" male worker. Stephen's role is far more

of the Gradgrind system. The important role played by

important than Sissy'S, because Dicker)S's attempHo

Sleary's Horseィiding is to transgress the boundary

know the workers falls on Stephen'S shoulders, bllt not

between the middle class and the circus through a

Sissy 'S.

"loophole." Certainly, Sleary's circus travels and

Stephen is the only worker who is in contact with

performs its programs from place to place, Spreads its

the

utopian ideology over England. Sleary lS Proud of his

Louisa. Particularly, his relationshipwith Bounderby

middle class people like Bounderby, Tom and

name: "Thleary. Thath my name, Thquire. Not athamed

deserves our attention. Stephen visits Bounderby to ask

of it. K710Wnall over England, and alwayth paythe ith

his advice on the question of marriage and divorce (I:

way" (76). However, even if his name is "kr)ownall

ch ll). On another occasion, BollndeTby demands that

over England," it isal1 too insufficient for such a task

Stephen tell him of something about Slackbridge and

that the ciTCllS Should surpass the system's power. The

the unioll meeting (II: ch 5). Dickens's view of the

system would exert its negative powers to render

working class question is clearly summed up in these
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scenes.

Or)

the

one

hand,

Dickens

criticizes

look at his "structura】乃TOle.

Bounderby's arrogant attitude toward the workers, and

After his symbolic death, StepheT] mtlSt leave

puts great emphasis on the rnutual understanding

Coketown alone looking for his new job and chang】ng

between employers and employed. Or) the other hand,

his name, since he is dismissed from his job by

he expresses his hatred of trade ur)ions and strikes with

Bounderby (the

the help ()∫ Bounderby'S statement. Stephen, as an
"i71dividuated"

worker, must shoulder Dickens's

middle class) and ostracized by

Slackbridge and his workmates (the working class). He
disappears from the text for a while. However,

ambivalent view of workers. Stephen firmly defends the

Stephen's position is "structurally" reinforced by the

sincerity of most of the (individual) workers against

plot of the novel: He is reduced to his structural

Bourlderby,

with

function, emptied of his subjectlVlty, emotion.

Bounderby in that the working people'S (Collective)

Stephen'S "absence," paradoxically, causes various

action is unfortunate arid their leader is bad aT】d

events and becomes the focus of attention in Hal･d

whereas

he

cannot

but

agree

egoIStic.As暮 have a】ready suggested, DickellS's iTnage

Times. Tom entraps Stephen into loitermg around

of workers is split into the imaginary other(a) and the

Bounderby's bank for three days. Consequently,

ur)knowable Other(A). We may say that Stephen can be

Stephen is falsely charged

seen as Dickens's compromisewith these two poles

Bounderby draws up a placard, Offering a reward of

(a‑A).Asa res111t, he is ostracized by his workmates for

twenty pounds for the discovery and arrest of Stephen.

refusing to joill the union. His position in the novel is

The workers "devour" the placard which most of them

very peculiar and strange: He is an "ideal worker,"

cannot read,with "a vague awe and respect." Because

represer)tative of the working class,although

he is

this kind of "public Ignorance" is "threatenlng and fun

separated from his class. Rather, 】t may be more precise

of evil" (269), the workers are agitated and excited by

with the bank robbery.

to say that Stephen becomes an "idealworker" becalユSe

Slackbridge's condemnation of Stephen's dishonest

he is excluded from the commur)】ty of the working

actioTIS, and give "three cheers" for Slackbridge (270).

class. He plays a part of "diaspora" like Sissy in this

Strangely, Stephen'S "absence" serves as a kind of
"device" which facilitates the kr)itting together of both

Way･

It may be said in a Lacanian sense that Stephen

the interest of the middle class and that of the working

exists "between the two deaths," that is, between the

class: Bounderby mllSt recover his financial loss, and

symbolic death and the real death. His symbolic death

the workers must clear themselves of ua fester and a

means his exdusion from the syrnb01ic commllr)lty Of

wound upon the noble character of the Coketown

the text, and precedes his real death, his fa】ling down

operative" (270). Dickens thus organizes the symbolic

into one of the coal‑pits. According to Zi乏ek's

universe around Stephen's absence, and begins his job

explanatioT), the place "between the two deaths" is the

of reformlng family and society. Rachae】 visits Stone

site of either "sl】blime bea山y" or "fearsome moT】SterS":

"lI]n Ar)tigone's case, her symbolic death... imbues

Lodge

with Bounderby and Tom in order to clear

Stephen of the charge wrongfully laid aga】rlSt him. Her

her characterwith sublime beauty, whereas the ghost of

er)treaty

Hamlet's father represents the opposite case ‑

actual

Gradgrind's sympathy for her (III: ch 4). Neediess to

death unaccompanied by symbolic death,without

say, Sissy comes to befriend and encourage Rachael

wins at least both Louisa's and Thomas

which is why he returns as a

(IH: ch 5). Mrs Sparsit delivers an old woman, who was

frightful apparition until his debt has been repaid."{2° In

thought to be Stephen's accomplice, to Bounderby. The

Stephen's case, he is similar to neither Antigone nor

old woman, however, tllrnS Ollt tO be Bollnderby's

Hamlet's father. Between the two deaths, he is nothir)g

mother, who discloses his boastful Hes (Ill: ch 5). (After

but a void. He is excluded from the text, but his abseT】Ce

Stephen's real death) Thomas Gradgrind realizes that

p一ays an important ro一e ir) the novel. His role can be

his son's crime and hears how Sissy helped him to hide

understood as purely "structuraL" TheT), let us closely

at Sleary's circus (III: ch 7).Ascan be seen in these

settling of accounts ‑
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ever)ts, Stephen's abser)ce accelerates the advance of the

reduced to the "object of exchange･" This "object in

story, and kllits together different peop)e beloT)glng tO

subject" is in a sense what is "in Stephen more than

different classes. Dickens can reveal the limitation of

Stephen himself." We can say that this is the function of

the Gradgrind system ar)d implicitly suggest his social

Dickens'S ̀̀ideal worker." Stephen is so much idea】ized

reform plan. In other words, Stephen'S "apparition"

and c‑:vated to what is "in him more than himselfn that

apparently fi】】s up the real holes (coal‑pits) dug ir) the

he is split or divided as to the "idealworker," as to "the

boundary between themiddle class and the working

object in himself." The symbolic universe represented

c)ass, Points out the defects of both classes, and

in Ha7･d Times is, however, guaranteed by Stephen.

integrates the symbolic universe of the text.

Stepher) fills up the holes (coal‑pits) opened in the

How do we understar)d Stephen's position in the

Symbolic(A), or to say more precisely, he "lakes the

novel? He exists between the two deaths, by being

place of the lack (hole) in the (symbolic) [0]ther,

deprived of his subjectivity and reduced to the structural

embodies what is lacking in the l0]ther."{22'In addition

function. In a sense, his position is nothing but an

to this, Stephen's position in the novel Can

absence, a 一ack. That is to say, the place between the

substantially regarded as the Name‑of‑the‑Father, the

two deaths is nothing but a void, an empty place. In the

governor of the symbolic ur)iverse. When he is

be

novel, however, Stephen's absence becomes the focus

symbolically dead and becomes an "empty" object of

of attention and structllrally guarantees the symbolic

exchange, the symbolic llniverse is paradoxically

order. Stephen maintains the symbolic community

structured and organized arollnd his absence. It is not

although(because) he is excluded from it. Namely, in

the authoritative father

Jacques Lacan's terms, he becomes S(〟).乞iZek

symbolically dead Name‑of‑the‑Father, that governs the

explains S(〆)as follows:

symbolic order behind the curtain̲ If we understand in

(Gradgrind), but the

this way, Stephen is clearly the most importar)i

lW]hat matters here is precise)y its presence, the

character in the novel, especially, in Dickens's attempt

materialpresence of a fragment of reality ‑ it is a

to know the working class and represent the symbolic

leftover, remnants Which cannot be reduced to a

un lVerSe.

network of formal relations proper to the symbolic
structure, but it is paradoxically, at the same time,
the positive condition for the effectllation of the

(V) The Psycl)otic Solution: Stephen's Real Death
and the Dark Pit

formal structure. We can define this object as an
object of exchange circulating among slユbjects,

Why, then, does Stephen physically fall into an old

servlng aS a killd of guarantee, pawT1, 0n their

pit‑shaft? How do we understand the "second death" of

symbolic relationship.... lThis] circulating object

Stephen? On his way back to Coketown to redeem his

of exchange is S(〆), the symbolic object which

name, he travels at night in a notoriously dangerous

cannot be redllCed to imaglnarymirror‑Play and

area, and falls down a disused pit‑shaft bymistake.

which at the same time embodies the lack in the

Probably, Stephen'S (real) death plays out Dickens's

Other, the impossibility around which the symbolic

intention to expose the sufferings of the workers, to

order is structured.̀21'

attack inefficient Parliamentary attempts for social
reform. Yet at the same time, Dickens implicitly warns

Stephen (his absence) circulates among different

the working class abou=heir deplorable strikes and

people, and paradoxically forms their relations･ Yet

trade unions, because Stephen'Smiserable p)ight is

Stephen himself cannot "be reduced to a network of

caused in part by his ostracization from the union. We

formal relations," nor occupy a certain position within

may say that Dickens chose Stephen as a "sacrifice" for

the symbolic structure･ He is excluded from the

the realization of his presupposed symbolic universe･

community (therefore, deprived of his subjectivity) and

Dickens plans to criticize the evils of modem
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industrialized society and construct the symbolic
commumty purged of such evils, at the sacrifice of

….‥But look up yonder, Rachael, Look aboove!"

Stephen. Stephen himself is of course innocent and not

Followlng his eyes, she saw that he was gazlng at a

guilty. Paradoxically, however, he must assume the

guilt of the symbolic communlty･ He does not shoulder

star.

"It ha'shined upon me," he said reverently, "in my

the guilt of the supposed bank robbery, but the

paln and trouble down below･ It ha'shined into my

responsibility for social contradictions.

mind. I ha'look'n at t'an thowt o'thee, Rachael,

This "sacrificial logic" precisely corresponds to

till the muddle in my mind have cleared awa,

what Zはek calls "the utilitarian sacrifice": "tT]he

above a bit, I hope.... When I fell, I were in anger

organizer of the scapegoatlng ln nO Way believes in the

wi'herlLouisa】, an hurryin on t'be as onjust t'her

victim's guilt, his po】nt is simply that one has to glVe

as oothers was t'me. But ir) our judgements, )ike

preference to the interests of the community Over the

as in our doins, we mum bear and forbear･ In my

rights of the individual ‑ the imdividual'S sacrifice is

paln and trouble, lookin'up yonder, ‑wi'it shinin

acceptable insofar as it prevents the disintegration of

on me‑ I ha'seen more clear, and ha'made it my

social fabric･"'Zh Dickens the organizer gwes preference

dyin prayer that aw th' world may on'y coon

to "the interests of the community" over "the rights of

toogether more, an'get a better unnerstan'in o'oT)e

Stephen." Stephen is a sacrifice both for industrialism

another, than when I were in't my own weak seln."

and for the symbolic community. As i have suggested,

(292)

his supposed bank robbery, his absence, paradoxically,

integrates different people into the symbolic universe.

The starlight embodies the symbolic "mandate," that is,

From this point Of yiew, we can say that his "Teal" guilt

Dickens's vision of idealsociety. Stephen is glven a

is nothing bllt his innocence. Stephen tries to return to

kind of "sl】blime beauty" by the starlight. He becomes a

Coketown to clear himself of the charge laid agalr)St

holy sacrifice for the integration of the symbolic

him. Yet the novel does not allow him to return̲ He is

universe: "I thowt it were the star as gllided to Ollr

totally depTiyed of the chance of salvatioll. Why?

Saviour's home. I awmust think it be the very star!"

Because it is the symbolic "mandate": "lT]he more he

(293). He is discharged from the symbolic guilt. His

proclaims his irlnOCenCe, the more he is guilty ‑ since

realdeathgives him peace forever: "The star had shown

his guilt resides in his very resistance to the assumption

him where to find the God of the poor; ar)d through

of the guilt," i.e., the symbolic mandate of the victim

humility, and sorrow, and forgiveness, he had gone to

conferred on him by the communlty･乃̀抑

his Redeemer's rest" (293).

For the

"ir)tegration of social fabric," Stephen's absence is
necessary, bllt Stephen himself is llnneCeSSary in the

However, had he really gone "to his Redeemer's

rest"? Was he really "guided to Our Saviour's home" by

symbolic

the starlight? The "Old Hell Shaft" has ever devoured

community when he tries to return to Coketown in

and killed uhundreds and hur)dreds o' Tnen's lives"

order to proclaim his innocence.

(291), as well as Stephen's life. Probably, the Old Hell

novel.

Dickens

mlユSt

kill

him

for

the

Stephen is thus sacrificed for the integration of the

Shaft wi】】 repeatedly Tleed anotbeT Sacrifice. The

symbolic community. In the novel, Dickens's ideal

abandoned coal‑pュts are Still abandoned, still left

community is symbolically represented as "the

untouched, still opened in the symbolic universe. If we

starlight" (Ill: ch 6). Althoughin the dark pit Stephen

think in this way, We are tempted to suspect a

feels "aw th'things" so "muddled," feels angry at those

possibility that the starlight implicitly justifies the Old

who

mistook him ("my own fellow‑weavers and

Hell Shaft. For the integration of social fabric, the plt

workin'brothers," "Mr Bounderby," "the young ledy"

shaft continlleS tO demand new sacrifices from the

and "her brother"), lュe Strangely calms his anger and

starlight? The Old Hell Shaft casts a shadow on the

accepts his "sacrificial" fate by gazlng at a Star:

endiT]g Of the novel. The closure of the novel is
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ominously marked by "infertility" of the family: Tom

embodies the absent cause･ The more the system

and Louisa will have no children; Stephen and Rachael

reduces human relations to interchangeable economic

will never marry. Mr Gradgrind will be a "white‑hai一ed

units and exploits the working class, the more the crowd

decreplt maTl," "despised by his late politica一 associates…

wo111d attract violent effects inherent in the system ar)d

(314). Bounderby, Bitzer and Harthouse personify
ufutile bachelorhood･nl2q Except for Sissy, the future of

perform demoniac camivals. In this sense, Hard Times

the family ls very gloomy and dark. In addition, the

HIt is precisely the symptom ‑‑･ which persists as a

novel's end is structured as a kind of "dark pit,"

surplllS and re加ns through all attempts to domesticate

"absence," because Dickens does not affirm their future
in the present tense, but makes the reader imagine in the

may be called a psychotic symptom of industrial illness:

lt,

tO

gentrify

it.‥‥･,

to

dissolve

it

by

means

of

explication, of putting‑Into‑WOrds its meanlng･刀｡りl

future tense. In the future, too, the Old Hell Shaft is still
opened in the symbolic universe, waiting for new
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